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Jane Wheel has a lot of stuff. Vintage
flowerpots, postcards, Bakelite buttons,
pencil sharpeners, mismatched china,
linens, even old report cards from children
she never knew peek out from the deepest
corners of her home, threatening to envelop
her entire life. Of course, shes not just a
pack rat (or so she tells herself), its her job:
Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage
sales and rummage tables looking for items
she can turn around and sell to dealers or
collectors, picking up a tidy profit. Trouble
is, she does a lot of buying and so far only
a little selling.When a school permission
slip lost among the towering boxes in Janes
kitchen causes her son, Nick, to miss a
field trip, Jane vows to get rid of it all,
organizing her house and, in the process,
she hopes, her life. Meanwhile, shes
entertaining two offers of employment---as
an associate with her friend Tim Lowrys
antiques dealership and as a consultant in a
private investigations firm with former
police detective Bruce Oh. Unable to
decide, Jane figures shell take a crack at
splitting her time between the two
pursuits.Immediately, and with fragile
emotions swirling from her great
house-cleaning project, Jane finds herself
smack in the middle of a case that will
draw on both her new jobs. An antiques
dealer has been accused of murder, perhaps
as part of covering up an extensive
furniture-counterfeiting operation. Jane can
hardly wait to investigate---that is, until she
learns the identity of the accused: Claire
Oh, wife of her new partner Bruce. Rich in
the details of junk-sale ephemera that have
intrigued fans of previous Jane Wheel
adventures, The Wrong Stuff is another
fascinating, meticulously crafted mystery.
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Backstage Stuff (Jane Wheel, #7) by Sharon Fiffer Reviews Antique picker Jane Wheel has always loved old stuff,
from vintage salt and pepper shakers to other Jane Wheel Mysteries (Volume 3) The author of the Jane Wheel
mysteries, including Killer Stuff and The Wrong Stuff, Sharon Fiffer has Killer stuff / Sharon Fiffer. - Wheatland
Regional Library Jane Wheel is an antiques picker, cruising garage sales looking for items she for other peoples
stuffand into a deadly joining of old passions, new secrets, The Wrong Stuff (Jane Wheel, #3) by Sharon Fiffer Goodreads Jane Wheel is an antique picker in Chicago. Killer Stuff (Jane Wheel, #1), Dead Guys Stuff (Jane Wheel,
#2), The Wrong Stuff (Jane Wheel, #3), Buried St : Buy Killer Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery (Jane Wheel Killer
Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery (Jane Wheel Mysteries) [Sharon Fiffer] on as an antique picker foraging for killer stuff at
suburban Chicagos estate sales and her new routine, Jane finds herself in just the wrong place and at quite the wrong ..
from a real McCoy, you may be way less enamored and only bid 3 stars. The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery
312989504 eBay $7.99. The Wrong Stuff (Jane Wheel Mysteries, No. 3) Sharon Fiffer for this fifth in the series,
antiques picker and new PI Jane Wheel travels with her longtime The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon
Fiffer - Google Books The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery (Jane Wheel Mysteries) eBook: Sharon Fiffer: : Tienda
Kindle. EUR 17,48 3 Nuevo desde EUR 12,24 its her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales and rummage
tables Scary Stuff (Jane Wheel Mysteries): : Books Jane Wheel discovers a bizarre collectible in a newly purchased
trove of 1950s saloon ephemera, t The wrong stuff her life after disappointing her young son, antiques picker Jane
Wheel, having . Approval Rating: 66.67% (2/3). Dead Guys Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery [Sharon Fiffer] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. From Bakelite jewelry to jadeite dishes, antiques picker Jane Wheel has a 5 star 80% 4
star 7% 3 star 7% 2 star 6%. 1 star. 0% I have already downloaded The Wrong Stuff & Buried Stuff to my kindle.
Lucky Stuff (Jane Wheel #8) by Sharon Fiffer Reviews Officially divorced, antiques picker and private investigator
Jane Wheel finally Jane had to put up with all those other people because people begat stuff, and stu. The Wrong Stuff
Buy. Amateur Sleuth. Nov-2003. A Jane Wheel Mystery - 3. Macmillan: Series: Jane Wheel Mysteries A nice enough
cozy about an antique picker, Wrong Stuff was easy enough to read and a decent only somewhat predictable mystery,
but overall not that Wrong Stuff (Jane Wheel Mysteries): : Sharon Fiffer Backstage Stuff has 183 ratings and 26
reviews. With a divorce looming, antiques picker and P.I. Jane Wheel has been .. previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 next The
Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Livres An antiques dealer has been accused of
murder, perhaps as part of covering up an fans of previous Jane Wheel adventures, The Wrong Stuff is another
fascinating, meticulously crafted mystery. its her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales and rummage
tables Volume 3 of Jane Wheel Mysteries. Dead Guys Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery: Sharon Fiffer Jennifer said:
This is the 2nd in the stuff series by Sharon Fieffer. Stuff, Sharon Fiffers auspicious debut, antique picker Jane Wheel is
making a career out of going through old stuff .. The Wrong Stuff. . previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 next : Wrong stuff,
the: a jane wheel mystery Jane Wheel is an antiques picker, cruising garage sales looking for items she for other
peoples stuffand into a deadly joining of old passions, new secrets, Jane Wheel series by Sharon Fiffer - Goodreads
An antiques dealer has been accused of murder, perhaps as part of covering up an fans of previous Jane Wheel
adventures, The Wrong Stuff is another fascinating, its her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales and
rummage Chapter 3. 33. Chapter 4. 44. Chapter 5. 61. Chapter 6. 74. Chapter 7. 86. Editorial reviews - Google Lucky
Stuff has 205 ratings and 33 reviews. Officially divorced, antiques picker and private investigator Jane Wheel finally ..
previous 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 next The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Books An antiques
dealer has been accused of murder, perhaps as part of fans of previous Jane Wheel adventures, The Wrong Stuff is
another her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales and rummage Chapter 3. Sharon Fiffer Book List FictionDB The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Books Jane Wheel is an antiques
picker, cruising garage sales looking for items she for other peoples stuffand into a deadly joining of old passions, new
secrets, The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery (Jane Wheel Mysteries Editorial Reviews. From Booklist.
Antiques picker Jane Wheel has vowed to reduce the clutter in her home after losing her sons field-trip permission slip.
The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Books The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery
(Jane Wheel Mysteries) Books by From Booklist Antiques picker Jane Wheel has vowed to reduce the clutter in her
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The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Books The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery
(Jane Wheel Mysteries) [Sharon Fiffer] on . Book 3 of 8 in the Jane Wheel Series . Antiques picker Jane Wheel has
vowed to reduce the clutter in her home after losing her sons field-trip Read ? The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel
Mystery (Jane Wheel Jane Wheel is an antiques picker, cruising garage sales looking for items she other peoples
stuffand into a deadly joining of old passions, new secrets, 3 Killer Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery (Jane Wheel An antiques dealer has been accused of murder, perhaps as part of fans of previous Jane Wheel adventures, The Wrong
Stuff is another her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales and rummage Chapter 3. The Wrong Stuff: A
Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Books Like the vintage postcards, Bakelite buttons, and Fulper lamps
that she The author of the Jane Wheel mysteries, including Killer Stuff and The Wrong Stuff, Sharon 3 of 3 people
found the following review helpful way I could compete with the professional pickers and searchers for any nice items
that might be available. The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery - Sharon Fiffer - Google Books An antiques dealer
has been accused of murder, perhaps as part of covering up an fans of previous Jane Wheel adventures, The Wrong
Stuff is another fascinating, meticulously crafted mystery. its her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales
and rummage tables Volume 3 of Jane Wheel Mysteries. The Wrong Stuff: A Jane Wheel Mystery (Jane Wheel Buy Wrong Stuff (Jane Wheel Mysteries) by Sharon Fiffer (ISBN: See all 3 images Of course, shes not just a pack rat
(or so she tells herself), its her job: Jane is an antique picker, cruising garage sales and rummage tables looking for
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